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Virtual Film Screening and Discussion

The Research Training Groups GRK 2423 FRASCAL and IGK 2495

"Energy Conversion Systems" invite interested parties to watch the

film "Picture a Scientist" (English with German subtitles) together and

to discuss it afterwards, digitally on

June 14th, 2021 at 16:00 CEST                                

Please register here.                                                                          
Deadline: May 28th, 2021

Program:

16:00   Welcome 

16:10   Watch the movie (93‘) 

17:45   Coffee break 

18:00   Discussion including invited female scientists

Why do we primarily think of a man

when we imagine "a scientist"? In the

documentary PICTURE A SCIENTIST,

a biologist, a chemist and a geologist

lead viewers on a journey deep into

their own experiences in the sciences,

ranging from brutal harassment to

years of subtle slights. Along the way,

we encounter scientific luminaries who

provide new perspectives on how to

make science itself more diverse,

equitable, and open to all.

Please watch the official trailer.

https://mindjazz-pictures.de/filme/picture-a-scientist/
https://www.igk2495.fau.de/2567-2/
https://www.pictureascientist.com/media
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INVITED GUESTS

PROF. DR. JULIA MERGHEIM

Prof. Julia Mergheim has been researching and teaching at FAU since

2009. She received her PhD from Ruhr-University Bochum in 2002, and

was appointed Professor for Applied Mechanics recently, in 2020. Prof.

Mergheim is a member of the IGK “Energy Conversion Systems” as well

as the GRK FRASCAL. Prof. Mergheim has two children.

PROF. DR. ANA-SUNČANA SMITH

Prof. Ana Smith is a professor at the Institute of Theoretical Physics since

2012. She completed her PhD in Munich and has also studied and worked

in Croatia, Australia and the UK. Currently, she is member of the GRK

FRASCAL, as well as a member of the Executive Board of the EAM

Cluster of Excellence. Prof. Smith has three children.

PROF. DR. ARETI PAPASTAVROU

Prof. Areti Papastavrou is a professor for Mathematics and Applied

Mechanics at the Nuremberg Institute of Technology. There she holds the

position as Women‘s Representative. One of her graduate students is an

associate doctoral researcher in the GRK FRASCAL. Prof. Papastavrou

has five children.

DR. JULIA WILL

Dr. Julia Will is a senior research associate at the Institute of Biomaterials.

She is responsible for the students marketing at the Faculty of Engineering

as well as the Women‘s Representative of the Department of Materials

Science and Engineering. Dr. Will has two children.


